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Literature reviews



Types of scholarly research



Literature reviews (cont.)

Two types of literature reviews:

1. Literature reviews as part of conceptual and empirical articles

2. Literature reviews as independent studies (systematic literature reviews)

Characteristics of literature reviews:



Value of 
literature reviews



Literature reviews as part of conceptual or empirical studies

The three-pronged approach



Systematic literature reviews 



Systematic literature reviews 



Why are systematic literature reviews popular

1. The appearance and proliferation of systematic literature reviews in “A”/”Q1” journals.



Why are systematic literature reviews popular (cont.)

2. The call for and recognition of systematic literature reviews by editors of “A”/”Q1” journals.



Why are systematic literature reviews popular (cont.)

3. The citations received by systematic literature reviews published in “A”/”Q1” journals.



Why are systematic literature reviews popular (cont.)

4. The special issues commissioned to solicit systematic literature reviews for “A” / “Q1” journals.



Why are systematic literature reviews popular (cont.)

5. The success of scholars who have established their reputation based on their expertise in 
publishing systematic literature reviews in premier journals.



Review primer        → Review procedure/protocol  → Review nomenclature 

Navigating the various guides on systematic literature reviews



Focuses and methods of systematic literature reviews

Focuses:

1. Domain-focused

- Construct (e.g., customer engagement)

- Context (e.g., India)

- Discipline (e.g., management)

- Field (e.g., strategic management)

- Outlet (e.g., Journal of Business Research)

2. Method-focused (e.g., fsQCA, SEM, ZMET)

3. Theory-focused (e.g., theory of planned behavior)

4. Hybrid-focused (e.g., SEM in tourism)

Methods:

1. Bibliometric analysis 
(i.e., performance analysis, science mapping)

2. Content analysis
(i.e., framework-based analysis, thematic analysis)

3. Critical analysis
(i.e., thematic analysis)

4. Meta-analysis 
(i.e., source + test r/s)

5. Hybrid 
(i.e., combination of two or more review methods –
e.g., bibliometric analysis + framework-based content analysis)



Thematic reviews



Framework-based reviews



Bibliometric reviews



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)

Co-citation analysis (past)

Keyword co-occurrence analysis (present)

Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis (NVivo) (future)



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)



Bibliometric reviews (cont.)

Keyword co-occurrence analysis

PageRank analysis (alternative to bibliographic coupling)



Meta-analytical reviews



Meta-systematic reviews



How to conduct a systematic literature review

PRISMA SPAR-4-SLR



How to conduct a systematic literature review (cont.)



1. Combine different analytical techniques in a single review.
(e.g., bibliometric: bibliographic coupling + keyword co-occurrence analyses)
(e.g., framework: ADO and TCM frameworks).

2. Combine different methods of reviews in a single literature review.
(e.g., bibliometric + framework reviews)

3. Conduct a multi-study review of different fields.

4. Conduct a multi-study review involving literature (theory) and non-literature (practice).

5. Conduct an impact analysis in the literature review 
(e.g., negative binomial regression on universalist, social constructivist, and presentation 
factors that contribute to citation impact).

6. Consider leveraging on CAQDA such as ATLAS.ti, Leximancer, Nvivo, and Quirkos. 

Innovations in systematic literature reviews



1. Triangulation
• Between-methods (e.g., bibliometric analysis + content analysis)

• Within-methods (e.g., bibliographic coupling + keyword co-occurrence)

• Multiple databases (e.g., Scopus + Web of Science)

• Multiple sources (e.g., conferences + journals; top versus low tier journals)

2. Trustworthiness
• Credibility (e.g., use established review methods or protocols)

• Dependability (e.g., disclose review decisions + justifications)

• Confirmability (e.g., cross-check sources + intercoder reliability)

• Transferability (e.g., post-hoc analysis based on context + recognize limitations)

Ways to ensure rigor in systematic literature reviews 

The 2 “Ts”
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